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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to
the Upside Down
of marketing and public relations. A world no longer
recognizable from a mere five to 10 years ago, where brands
and corporate executives take unabashedly public stands on
polarizing issues; a place where opinion leaders emerge from
obscurity seemingly overnight; influencers are deemed more
credible than the national media; a landscape in which fake
news and fake followers plague digital media channels and
muddy the communications waters for consumers and
brands alike.

65 percent of CMOs
surveyed allocate less
than 10 percent of
their budget to Public
Relations/Earned Media.

Like their Stranger Things counterparts, today’s marketing-communications professionals strive on a daily basis to make sense of the
new world order in this “era of the unthinkable.” It means completely
re-evaluating the role, scope and impact of earned media and earned
influence, ultimately, determining how to maximize the power of
public relations and earned media with integrated marketing to
increase brand awareness, drive advocacy, and influence
purchase behavior. As Craig Rowley, Vice President of REI,
describes it: “Brands not stepping into the earned media space are
missing out on a powerful amplification tool to scale campaigns in
ways you couldn’t do otherwise.” To put it more bluntly, the very
reputation of a brand and its corporation could very well depend
upon it.
In this CMO Club Solution Guide, we take the lid off of how CMOs
are faring with this endeavor. Key findings of the in-depth research
reveal that while an overwhelming majority recently have adjusted
their marketing mix to address changes in media technology and
engagement and increasingly partner with their corporate communications team or external public relations counselors, 65 percent
allocate less than 10 percent of their budget to Public Relations/
Earned Media. Is it a gap that can – or should – be overcome?
One-to-one interviews with some of today’s most sophisticated
marketing leaders illustrates that with the right blend of creativity,
strategy and expertise, marketers can successfully navigate through
the era of the unthinkables in brand building through strategic
planning in earned media and integrated marketing.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ELEVATING EARNED MEDIA
IN THE MARKETING MIX
The biggest change in marketing communications
over the last five years cannot be pinpointed to one or
two aspects. In fact, to many industry professionals,
the most accurate response to the question of what
has changed is: “Everything!”
No marketing discipline has escaped the tentacles of
industry disruption, the least of which is public relations.
From ever-changing technology and economic
uncertainty to huge cultural shifts borne out of social
media and other digital channels, marketers are impacted
by the “unthinkable” on a daily basis. (See Fig. 1)
The PR discipline has had to pivot right along with its
marketing services counterparts in order to keep up with
– and ahead of – the game. Gone are the days when
CEOs kept their opinions about politicians and policies

to themselves. No longer are brands playing it safe on
social issues or sitting on the sidelines while influencers
and customers express their opinions vociferously in
far-reaching public channels. Social media influencers
are often more influential than traditional news sources.
Social listening is the new norm. Marketing integration
is tantamount.
What remains the same, however, is the power of good
storytelling. Sharing a unique and credible story so
powerful that it earns attention can move the needle
on brand and corporate reputation, particularly when
strategically orchestrated with paid and owned media.
Craig Rowley, Vice President, Marketing, at REI agrees.
“Not every creative idea is ready for earned media.
But if you get it right, one plus one can equal three.”

My brand(s) are most impacted by:
Disruption in my industry

64%

Technological change

64%

Economic uncertainty

47%

Changing government regulations/policy shifts

42%

Media channel fragmentation

26%

Geo-political issues

14%
10%

Hot button issues
The speed with which stories spread on social media

6%

FIGURE 1
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In addition to helping build brands, the need for public
relations to manage issues and incidents remains a
constant, if not increasing, need. According to the
survey, at least once a quarter CMOs are dealing
with a situation that could positively or negatively
affect their brand/reputation (see Fig. 2). In this
Upside Down of marketing, they increasingly rely on
PR advisors, internal and external, for their well-honed
cultural context insight and messaging expertise.

What best describes how many situations over the past year
your company had that either impacted or had the potential
to positively or negatively impact corporate reputation?

To what extent this is occurring and how marketers are
now weaving earned media into paid and owned media
strategies is central to the research behind this Solution
Guide developed by The CMO Club in thought leadership
with the PR Council. The results are based on a recent
survey of 78 CMOs from a range of business-to-consumer and business-to-business brands across all verticals,
as well as one-on-one interviews with marketing and
public relations executives of leading consumer and
business brands including Dow Chemical, HP, Princess
Cruises, REI, Sprint, and public relations firms Hotwire,
M Booth and Weber Shandwick.
Three important takeaways emerged from this research
that can prove invaluable to CMOs looking to incorporate
– and increase – the power of earned media in their brand
building strategies:
1. Brand and corporate reputations are intertwined.
2. Marketing integration is everything.
3. Success thrives on close partnerships.

12%

15%
47%

“Not only is earned media a very
cost effective way to get your
message out and engage audiences,

26%

it also brings tremendous value
because it is delivered as a third party,

● 5 situations or more
● 2-5 situations
● 1 situation
● No situations over 		
the last year

editorial treatment to an audience with
an affinity for that publication or topic.”
Kimberly Kupieki

Global Leader, Sustainability, Advocacy and
Communications
DOW CHEMICAL

FIGURE 2
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SECTION 1

Brand And Corporate
Reputation Are Intertwined
What does Kansas City have to do with brand reputation?
For Sprint, whose corporate headquarters is located in
this fair Midwest city, it holds the key to their symbiotic
corporate/brand reputation. “Sprint offers customers
excellent value, providing coverage at almost half the
price of our competitors, and that resonates with people
across the country. But we have also found that our
corporate mission, predicated on the idea that mobile
connectivity is the most powerful enabler of progress
in the world today, is equally important to the local
community,” explains Karen Noel, Senior ManagerMarketing Lead, with Sprint. “Corporate and brand
reputation must work in harmony. You can’t focus on
one and not the other.” To that end, the telecom giant
makes a concerted effort to have a community-focused
presence in Kansas City.
The connection between the ethos of a corporation and
its brand(s) is not lost on today’s CMOs. An overwhelming
94 percent of respondents agree/strongly agree that
there is a connection between corporate reputation
and brand performance (see Fig. 3).
Gail Heimann, President of Weber Shandwick, says
corporations must have a set of values and live by them
– through their own marketing and PR efforts as well as
their brand’s – in order to be successful in today’s
dynamic landscape.
“The best marketers make their corporate values a core
part of brand storytelling. But you can only do that if
your corporate values are genuinely at the heart of your
business strategy. Consumers now are highly attuned to
sniffing out inauthenticity,” says REI’s Rowley. “Putting
our values front and center with our members and
prospective customers has been a very powerful strategy
for us.” He cites the company’s new sustainability
standards as a fitting example.

Select your level of agreement to the following statement:
“I believe there is a connection between corporate reputation
and brand performance.”
56%

37%

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
agree or
disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

FIGURE 3

“Earned media has been instrumental
in increasing brand awareness and
driving our promoter scores.”
Karen Noel

Senior Manager-Marketing Lead
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“We know that sustainability is important to our
customers, so we recently instituted a set of sustainability
standards for all of our vendors. We spent months
working directly with our vendor base to make sure the
standards were both achievable and delivered legitimate
impact. It positions us as a leader in the industry, it
resonates with our customers, and sets the sustainability
bar higher for other brands.”
“Our corporate and brand reputation is a symbiotic
relationship,” explains Kimberly Kupiecki, Global Leader,
Sustainability, Advocacy and Communications with
Dow Chemical. For example, she says the corporate team
and her team work closely together on their B2B water
solutions communications. “Dow has a strong sustainability presence, so the corporate brand is very helpful
to the business brand.”

Keep it credible.
At the very core of reputation is credibility. Credibility of
the corporate message, a brand’s stories, and the media
outlets in which they are communicated. This presents a
golden opportunity for earned media to deliver. According
to the survey, Public relations ranks second among the
top three when it comes to top marketing disciplines
marketers currently use that have the most credibility
with consumers/customers (see Fig. 4).
Working against this quest for credibility is the threat
of fake news and fake followers in the digital space.
Heimann says, “It is incumbent upon the entire marketing
services industry to act consistently with extraordinary
ethics and transparency.” This requires a high level of
vigilance and sophistication in vetting outlets, finding
trusted sources, and understanding data usage. “It is
imperative that we continue to create news literacy and a
code of ethics for the next generation of professionals.”

FIGURE 4

56% Search
42% Public relations/earned media
32% Customer marketing
28% Social (earned)

Please select your top
marketing disciplines you are
currently using that you feel
have the most credibility
with consumers/customers?

28% Influencer marketing
23% Owned channels
22% Digital (paid)

(select your top 3)

21% Broadcast/print
18% Social (paid)
15% Experiential marketing
5% Other
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STORIED
SUCCESS

PRINCESS CRUISES

The Princess Luxury Bed
Princess Cruises recently developed a customer
experience so amazing that they had to start selling it to the
public to meet demand. Enter The Princess Luxury Bed.
The genesis for the bed was one central data point. Gordon
Ho, Head of Global Marketing/Sales Senior Vice President,
with Princess Cruises, explains: “According to industry
research, people cited ‘relaxation’ as the number one
benefit of vacation.” Since this tied in perfectly with the
brand’s key pillars of providing guests the most relaxing and
rejuvenating experience, the global premium cruise line set
out to design the ultimate bed, one that would give guests
the most restful night at sea.
The result was The Princess Luxury Bed, developed in
collaboration with board-certified sleep expert, Dr. Michael
Breus and renowned HGTV designer Candice Olson.
Partnering with two recognizable and renowned names in
science and style helped reinforce the brand’s reputation for
quality and relaxation and helped the brand tell a compelling
story to the public and the media with earned influence.
Once the beds were rolled out onto the cruise line’s fleet,
Ho says, they became such a big hit with guests that they
wanted to purchase one for home. The Princess Luxury Bed
even won a cruise category award for Best Cruise Ship Bed.
And the rest, as they say, is history.
Princess parlayed this story – of offering a scientifically
developed, beautifully designed bed that provides
guests the best night’s sleep they have ever had – into an
earned media campaign that Ho says has end-of-funnel
implications. “Not only will guests enjoy the most relaxing
experience they’re looking for,” says Ho, but they can also
purchase the bed and accessories and bring the Princess
experience home. “Maybe people read about our luxury bed
in the media, then they visit our corporate web site, start
searching our destinations and ultimately book a cruise
vacation.”
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SECTION 2

Integration is Everything
In response to this new world order, CMOs have been
adjusting the make-up of their marketing efforts. The
survey reveals that 85 percent of CMOs have changed
their marketing mix in the last two years to address
changes in the media/technology worlds and the media
consumption/engagement patterns of target consumers
and stakeholders. (See Figs. 5 & 6).

resources from other tactics to leverage more earned
media. She says her team is very methodical and
controlled in their spend, targeting social media channels
such as LinkedIn and Facebook along with top-tier,
traditional B2B media outlets such as Forbes and the
Wall Street Journal to reach very specific audiences to
drive initial awareness and thought consideration.

CMOs are experiencing tangible, sizable success when
integrating earned media with paid and owned in their
marketing mix. Sprint, for example, leans heavily on
earned media on the business-to-business side.
“Earned media is our most effective communications
strategy,” says Noel. So much so that Sprint has diverted

She says this approach allows the technology leader to
be more agile and more effective where and when they
need it most to achieve a greater awareness to the
purchase path. “Our promoter scores have really
increased by marrying earned and paid tightly together.”

Select your level of agreement to the following statement:
“I have changed my marketing mix (within the last two years)
to address the changes in the media/technology worlds and the
media consumption/ engagement patterns of our target
consumers and stakeholders.”
44%

Please rank the top five areas where you currently devote
your marketing budget, where “1” is given to the area you
are investing the most.

1

Broadcast/Print

2

Search

3

Digital (paid)

41%

8%
1%
Strongly Agree
Agree

5%

1%

Neither Disagree Strongly Other
agree or
Disagree
disagree

FIGURE 5

4
5

Experiential marketing

Owned channels

FIGURE 6
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REI has also shifted its mix, making earned media a
bigger component in its branding efforts. In Rowley’s
experience, “If you’re making a big earned media play,
paid social goes hand-in-hand with that. Nine times out
of ten you want a social media campaign to broaden it
out help amplify your story.” (See REI’s Storied Success
on page 11.)
“PR has implications in everything we do in marketing,”
says Gordon Ho, Head of Global Marketing/SVP, at
Princess Cruises. He sees how earned media and earned
influence can move the needle on SEO, ROI, share of
voice, and other measurables in the funnel.

Targeting what works
Integrating earned media with other channels such as
social media is a “test and learn” experience, says Ho.
Recently, for example, they tested the waters with
YouTube. The premier cruise line partnered with the
Holderness family, cultural influencers and creators of
humorous family-oriented music videos on social media,
to create a video that illustrates the difference between
a “trip” and a “vacation.” By associating a relaxing, fun
experience with a normal, albeit goofy, family like the
Holdernesses, Princess Cruises hopes to entice
other families to consider a cruise package with them.
REI aims to strike a balance between social commerce
and social convergence. “We try to engage with the
community both through storytelling and ways to learn
more about new products or shop off that channel, but
in an editorial way,” explains Rowley. “We don’t ever
want our channel to be dominated by ads.” He says
the outfitter has spent years building up their brand on
Facebook, which is now driving engagement, traffic and
transactions. Instagram is emerging as a powerhouse for
the brand as well. REI had 73 of the 100 top-performing
posts on the channel recently, and was ranked #8 of all
digital brands in retail according to L2 Digital IQ Index:
Big Box US which benchmarks the digital performance of
58 retail brands operating in the U.S.  

in thought leadership with

By far, the overarching guide to choosing earned media
channels and influencers, is knowing who your audience
is. “For years we’ve said ‘do your audience research,’
and it’s a fundamental that is still true,” says Heather
Kernahan, President, North America, of Hotwire, an
international communications firm. “Clearly identify who
you are trying to reach, determine the best channels, then
track it through to business results.”

Mapping the sequence
Planning the sequence of earned, paid, owned and
shared should be iterative, not liner, suggests Dale
Bornstein, Chief Executive Officer of M Booth, a global
digital communications agency. “Earned sets the context
for the narrative, owned optimizes that narrative and its
assets, and paid and shared allow you to accelerate engagement with your target audiences.” But the sequence
in which you map them should be determined on a caseby-case basis based on the audiences you want to reach
and the business objectives you hope to achieve, she
says. “It should be a real-time strategy based on what’s
working and what isn’t.”

“It’s not possible or effective
to think about marketing and PR
separately.”
Gail Heimann

President
WEBER SHANDWICK
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STORIED
SUCCESS

REI

#Opt Outside Campaign
When REI started exploring concepts for its Thanksgiving/
Black Friday holiday promotion in 2015, they ultimately
decided to opt out. #Opt Outside, that is – a wildly popular
campaign that garnered 9 billion media impressions its first
year alone.
It all began as a brainstorming idea by the co-op’s head of
merchandising who suggested that perhaps the outfitter
close for the day and let their employees go outside instead
of asking them to leave their families and holiday gatherings
to go to work. That concept blossomed into the idea of
closing all REI retail stores on both Thanksgiving and Black
Friday to let not only its employees enjoy the outdoors, but
also encourage its customers – and the general public – to
do the same.
The idea was bold and risky. No other large retailer had been
shut on Thanksgiving and Black Friday before. But it paid off
massively. According REI, more than 1.4 million people and
170 outdoor companies, nonprofits and organizations chose
to spend their Black Friday outdoors. The next year, in 2016,
#OptOutside quadrupled in participation. To date, more
than 700 organizations and 7 million people have chosen to
#OptOutside instead of fighting it out in the aisles.
“It was magic in a bottle,” characterizes Craig Rowley, Vice
President, Marketing, REI, about the campaign’s concept
and success. To capture that magic, REI employed the
power of earned media with the in-house team working
closely with an agency partner, Edelman. “We had a media
embargo initially, relying on a few key players to put the
story out. Our CEO appeared on the national morning talk
shows and then it took off like wild fire,” he explains. The
brand immediately amplified the campaign with coordinated
social and paid media. “It became very clear that earned
media was a critical element to successfully implementing
our biggest brand campaign to date.”
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SECTION 3

Success Thrives on
Close Partnerships
Regardless of whether a brand works with external PR
partners, an internal agency, or a hybrid of such, it is
imperative that marketing and public relations services
collaborate early and often. The good news is healthy
partnerships exist and are growing (see Fig. 7):

Select your level of agreement to the following statement:
“I increasingly partner with our Corporate Communications Team
and/or agency communications/public relations counselors to help
address issues that have or could potentially impact reputation.”
44%
33%

10%

9%
4%
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
agree or
disagree

Disagree

An internal approach
REI has developed an internal-external agency model
that works well for them. With a robust internal marketing
team comprised of former agency professionals, Rowley
says they are not reliant upon an ongoing partnership with
an integrated agency but do use outside agency partners.
However, his social team and the brand’s internal public
affairs team, which does not report into him, are “attached
at the hip” he says when it comes to implementing big
campaigns. The two share ideas in each other’s functions,
co-create briefs and work so closely to the point, he
admits, that the responsibilities start to blur between
the two functions. “We strive to stay very connected
and make it feel as if we’re one team doing a campaign
together,” says Rowley. “It’s a matter of being comfortable
playing in each other’s sandboxes.”
Sprint also houses a substantial internal marketing and
PR organization. Although separate, Noel says the two
have an excellent partnership. “Our internal PR team is
very supportive of marketing services we work closely to
create a truly integrated marketing campaign.”

Strongly
Disagree

FIGURE 7
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Managing external partnerships
For brands working with multiple internal and external
partners, the challenge is always how to coordinate all
players to achieve a common goal. Ho says Princess
Cruises relies on its integrated marketing team to
manage the work of the agencies, from social and email
marketing to advertising and public relations. For large
branding projects, Ho says the team designates its main
advertising-branding partner as the central agency that
coordinates the work of all other partners. “We check
all egos at the door,” he explains. The key to successful
integrated partnership, he says, is “constant transparency
and communicating a clear and common goal upfront.”
While not easy, concedes Ho, working together with
multiple agencies gives brands access to the breadth
and depth of expertise needed from agency specialists.
Internal and external teams co-locating in each other’s
space, surmises Salzman, is also vital to managing a
healthy working relationship.

“When sales is armed with earned
media results when interfacing with
an account, it serves as a powerful
credibility tool.”
Heather Kernahan

President, North America
HOTWIRE

Account-based marketing
approach
An equally important, but often overlooked, partnership
is with the sales and business development teams. In
Kernahan’s experience, earned media can be a powerful
asset in account-based marketing efforts. “When sales
is armed with earned media results when interfacing with
an account, it serves as a powerful credibility tool,” she
explains. To foster this approach, Kernahan says “PR
and sales should be joined up at every point throughout
a campaign so that the story gets into the hands of sales
and business development teams, providing them all the
ammunition they need to win the customer.”
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STORIED
SUCCESS

SPRINT

The 1Million Project
Five million households with school-aged children in the
U.S. are unable to do their homework properly because
they do not have Internet access at home. A disheartening
statistic Sprint aims to overcome with The 1Million Project.
“We believe in the potential of all students to excel,” states
Karen Noel, Senior Manager-Marketing Lead at Sprint.
”Over the next five years, one million high school students
will dream bigger, explore further, and face fewer obstacles
to opportunity with free mobile devices and high-speed
wireless Internet access.”
More than 113,000 high school students participated in The
1Million Project program during the 2017-18 school year.
Students who responded to a recent survey had this to say
about the program’s impact:
• 84% of students say The 1Million Project enabled them to
complete more homework in comfortable, convenient and
safe places
• 82% of high school students say they are more confident
in their ability to succeed in school
• 49% of students say The 1Million Project has improved
their school attendance
This ambitious initiative tells a powerful story that deftly ties
together the corporate and brand reputation of Sprint and
its efforts to meet the needs of community members across
the country.
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A CLOSER LOOK

Understanding the Investment
Gap in Earned Media
While marketing professionals acknowledge an increasing

Additionally, marketers cite the number of events with

reliance on earned media to amplify and drive campaigns and

potentially damaging events have increased 200
percent, yet the budget allocation for earned media
by those same respondents does not correlate to that
increased demand. This begs the question: if earned media

address issues that could impact brand or corporate reputation,
a significant investment gap in public relations remains.
According to the survey, 65 percent of respondents

allocate less than 10 percent to public relations/
earned media (see Fig. 8).

is one of the most effective and credible channels, are brands
leaving their best tool poorly underfunded relative to other
marketing services?

How much of your budget is allocated to Public Relations/
Earned Media?

The answer, based on insights by marketing leaders interviewed,
is multi-faceted. Ho cites the issue of measurability and
scalability of earned media. “With paid digital, you can gauge
cost per action – per click, per sale, and so on. It’s measurable.

1% 1%

It’s scalable,” he explains. “With earned media, there’s still the
question of: How do we improve the measurement of earned
media? How do we show it has meaningful impact on driving
revenue?”
As Noel of Sprint sees it, “Earned media is an extremely cost
effective resource. Gathering material, putting it on Newswire

32%

and other outlets, driving interest, creating traffic for our digital
channel…this is one of the least costly options at our disposal.”

65%

From a holistic perspective, any budget boost for earned media
would come at the expense of another marketing service in the
same budget pie. But in certain instances, a substantial bump
proves to be money well spent. Salzman cites the earned media
campaign by HP when the company split into two entities in
2016 as a perfect example. “In that case, a large-scale PR

● Less than 10%
● 11-25%

spend was extremely beneficial in helping build equity for the
new company (Hewlett Packard Enterprise).”

● 26-50%
● 51-75%

FIGURE 8
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NEXT STEPS

Time to Take
Control of the
Unthinkable
with Earned Media & Earned Influence
“If you have good owned content it’s more likely to get picked up,”
states Kupieki. Finding and developing those compelling narrative
stories, whether it is in the B2C or B2B space, can become the launch
pad to navigating and succeeding in the this era of the unthinkables.
Marketers can take great strides forward by focusing on a few next
steps:

“PR now has a much
broader definition and
is experiencing a
renaissance in the
marketing mix today.”
Dale Bornstein

Chief Executive Officer
M BOOTH

1. Engage PR/earned team members – If you aren’t working with
someone, or a team that has a strong understanding of how to
incorporate PR/Earned thinking into your business strategy and
plans, find them.
2. Align PR/communications objectives to business objectives
– PR is known to be extremely effective when it is aligned to the
overall business objectives. Ensure that your business plans are
reflective of this.
3. Measure PR/earned efforts – Although it is challenging to
measure the overall effectiveness of your PR/Earned efforts, it can
be done. Many of the modern day market mix models include
the PR discipline as part of the effort and many communications
agencies with ‘earned at their core’ are able to offer various tools,
models and approaches for maximizing your spend.
Companies need to start thinking about how earned media can help
solve not just communications challenges, but business challenges,
emphasizes Bornstein. “Brands should consider how PR/earned can
be woven into an overall brand strategy not just a bolt-on. How can it
be part of the journey from end to end?” Undoubtedly, it has earned a
prominent seat at the table today.
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ABOUT THE
THOUGHT LEADERS

The CMO Club
The CMO Club is the world’s most engaged and inspired
community of Senior Marketing Executives who help each
other solve their biggest challenges, within a candid, trusted
and sharing environment. Collaboration fueled by inspiring events
and within the members-only Digital Solutions Clubhouse raises
the standard for what is required to be a successful Chief
Marketing Officer. With more than 850 members, The CMO Club
is the go-to center for today’s Senior Marketer for peer-based
personal and career success support. For more details, please
visit www.thecmoclub.com.

PR Council
Established in 1998, the PR Council (PRC) is composed of
America’s premier global, midsize, regional and specialty
agencies across every discipline and practice. It is the leading
trade association for agencies, designed to empower the present
and next generation of communications professionals, industry
innovators and business leaders through education, events and
industry resources. The PRC’s active members from the leading
U.S. agencies represent more than 80% (est.) of all U.S. PR firm
revenues and employ over 12,000 professionals.
www.prcouncil.net
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